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Please acknowledge receipt of Bed Bath & Beyond’s Vendor Routing Guide for Fixture and Supply 

Vendors (version 14) by signing and returning this page to: 
 

Bed Bath & Beyond 

650 Liberty Ave. 

Union, New Jersey 07083 

Attn.: Logistics Support Dept.  

Fax: (908) 688-0413 
 

A Corporate Officer or a Principal must sign this acknowledgment and return it to the address listed below.  If we do 

not receive a signed copy of the acknowledgment, your acceptance of orders will constitute vendor’s acceptance of 

and assent to the terms and conditions set forth in the Vendor Routing Guide.  Vendor agrees that BB&B may 

modify or amend the Vendor Routing Guide at any time. In the event of such modification, BB&B will notify 

vendor 10 days in advance of any such modification taking effect. Vendor’s continued acceptance of orders 10 days 

after such notice shall constitute vendor’s acceptance of and assent to any such modifications.  
 
 
I have received and read the Bed Bath & Beyond Vendor Routing Guide for Fixture and Supply Vendors (14) 

effective and agree to the terms and conditions contained therein. 

 

Company Name: ______________________________________________________________ 

 

BB&B Vendor #:  _____________________________________________________________ 

 

Signed:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name:  ______________________________________________________________________ 
(Print) 

Title:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
(Print) 

Date Signed: ______________________  

 

 

Please print the address to which future updates to this Guide should be sent: 

 

Company Name: ________________________________________________________________ 

 

Street Address: _________________________________________________________________ 

 

City, State & Zip Code: __________________________________________________________ 

 

Attention: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phone #:  ______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Fax #:  ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Email Address:  _________________________________________________________________ 

 

Very Important: Do you ship product from a 3
rd

 Party facility? YES NO 
 

If YES, you MUST print name, address, contact name, phone # and email address of 3
rd

 Party(s):   

             

    _____________________________________ 

    _____________________________________ 

    _____________________________________ 

 

Note: If you are using the services of more than a single third party, please furnish a list. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Bed Bath & Beyond and its subsidiaries including Buy Buy BABY, Bed Bath & Beyond Canada, 

Bed Bath & Beyond Mexico, Cost Plus World Market, Christmas Tree Shops/and That!, One Kings 

Lane and Harmon Face Values (collectively “BB&B”) are dedicated to developing and maintaining 

strong relationships with its vendors to ensure the timely and efficient delivery of Fixtures & 

Supplies to our stores.  This version of the BB&B Routing Guide will supersede all previous 

versions. 

 

This Vendor Routing Guide is intended to incorporate all Vendor related Transportation policies 

and procedures for both new store openings and existing store orders.  This Guide includes 

instructions for shipment documentation, labeling, packaging, billing, and our Compliance 

Policies related to routing. 

 

We look forward to continued growth in our relationship and appreciate your adherence to our 

policies. 

 

General Instructions: 

The BB&B transportation strategy is designed to ship goods in an efficient, accurate and timely 

manner.  In order to support this process, our packaging, routing, freight tender and shipping 

requirements must be adhered to. It is expected that all Vendors will meet these standards to 

minimize or eliminate their exposure to non-compliance/performance costs. 

 

The following instructions are applicable to all vendors shipping Supplies or Store Fixtures. This 

includes vendors shipping either prepaid, collect or third party.   

 

 For those vendors shipping prepaid, BB&B is requesting that you follow all guidelines 

within this document and that you route via a BB&B approved carrier. This will help to 

facilitate visibility and scheduling of your shipments to our Stores. 

 

 BB&B Stores require that carriers schedule an appointment prior to the delivery of all 

prepaid shipments routed via a non-BB&B authorized carrier. Please note that all 

carrier appointment/scheduling accessorial charges are the vendor’s responsibility. 

 

 Vendors are responsible for updating their BB&B's Store address by regularly 

downloading BB&B's Store list which can be found at  https://partners.bedbath.com 

(click on Non Merchandise next to Home) for all Bed Bath & Beyond affiliated 

companies.  

 

 If a vendor utilizes the services of a 3
rd

 party warehouse/distribution center (3PL), please 

ensure that the service provider has the most updated version of the guide and routing 

instructions. 

 

 Vendors are also responsible for ensuring that BB&B is provided with an accurate 

address for all Return to Vendor shipments. 

 

 If a Vendor ships the same product from more than one facility, it is the responsibility of 

the Vendor to contact BB&B for Store/facility assignments. BB&B will inform the 
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Vendor as to which BB&B Store locations should be serviced from which facility. 

Failure to notify BB&B of multiple outbound locations or failure to adhere to the specific 

instructions provided by BB&B will result in performance chargebacks. 

 

 Individual vendors who ship to BB&B under multiple vendor numbers from the same 

ship origin MUST combine shipments from all vendor #’s to an individual Store 

location on a single Bill of Lading and ship once per week, unless otherwise directed by 

BBB. Vendors are asked to provide ALL vendor numbers on the Bill of Lading either in 

the Shipper Address section or as a reference in the body of the bill. 

 

 Vendors must notify BB&B, via e-Mail to vendor@bedbath.com, at least 180 days prior 

to the implementation of any significant operational and/or informational systems 

changes, including, but not limited to, Purchase Order, EDI, Inventory and/or Warehouse 

Management processes or systems that may in any way adversely impact the vendor’s 

ability to service BB&B.  The purpose of this notification/request is to ensure that BB&B 

is aware of the intended change.  In some cases BB&B may contact the vendor for further 

information. Regardless of the nature of the communication between BB&B and the 

vendor, it is essential that the vendor undertake all necessary design, testing, 

implementation, and contingency planning steps to ensure that no performance or 

compliance failures result.   The responsibility of the vendors to meet or exceed all 

BB&B performance and/or compliance requirements will not be mitigated as a result of 

circumstances, foreseen or unforeseen, which may occur during any such 

implementation. 

 

Note: If the pending change involves any shipping or packing practices, the vendor 

is required to secure written approval from BB&B prior to execution.   Should it be 

determined by BB&B, that the change will add to its operating costs, or in any other 

way be disadvantageous to BB&B, the vendor will be required to reimburse BB&B 

(by means of a separate and on-going deduction) for the amount of the anticipated 

additional expense or loss. 

 

 

Accessorial Charge Responsibilities: 

Please be aware that all charges for accessorial services performed under the following 

circumstances, will be the responsibility of the vendor. These services include, but are not 

limited to sorting, detention and pickups cancelled after carrier has arrived and are a result of:  

 

1. Any services performed at the vendor’s ship point.  

2. Any services at the request of the vendor.  

3. Any services due to the condition of freight tender by the vendor at origin.  

4. Any services performed subsequent to carrier pickup as a result of improper freight tender 

(e.g. sorting and segregating).  

5. Additional charges for HAZMAT shipments. 

6. Address Correction Charges in which the responsibility for the incorrect address was the 

vendors, including correct Return to Vendor address information for RTV’s and Guaranteed 

Buy Backs. All changes to this address MUST be communicated, in writing, to the 
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appropriate Bed Bath & Beyond Buyer with a CC to the Vendor Relations department at 

vendorrelations@bedbath.com 

7. Note:  Any additional freight charges associated with Reconsignment due to incorrect 

address information that BB&B does not receive in advance of a pickup will be the vendor’s 

responsibility. 

8. All accessorial charges associated with prepaid shipments are the responsibility of the 

vendor. 

9. Oversized Carton charges billed directly to the shipper from FedEx Ground for non-

compliance with BB&B’s Oversized Carton routing instructions. 

 

10. See Section 1.D. for a complete list of non-compliance charge backs 

 

11. BB&B has changed its primary source for Routing instruction and guidelines to 

https://partners.bedbath.com.  Whenever the Vendor Portal is referenced within this 

document, please use this web address to access. 
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Effective Date of the Publication: 

Section 1: Routing Instructions 

The following section details instructions for Carrier selection, FedEx Ground Shipping 

Parameters, Special Routing considerations and BB&B’s Performance Violation Schedule. 

A. Routing Requirements:  

 Supply refers to all shipments of Store supplies e.g., bags, forms, cleaning supplies, 

computers, electronic equipment, etc. For instructions specific to New Store Orders of 

Supplies, please refer to Section 3C “New Store Fixture & Supply Shipping 

Information”. 

 Fixture refers to all shipments of Store Display Fixtures. For instructions specific to New 

Store Orders of Fixtures, please refer to Section 3C “Freight Tender Requirements”. 

 New Store Opening (NSO), refers to all shipments consigned to BB&B New Stores.  

 For purposes of this Routing Guide, a “Shipment” is defined as all cartons shipped to a 

single BB&B Store location in a single day from a single origin point. 

 

Please follow the grid provided below to determine BB&B’s required mode for which your 

freight must be shipped: 

 

Mode  Weight, Cube and Cartons                            Route Via: 

Parcel 

Up to 30 cartons regardless of the 

weight of the shipment, per ship to 

destination. 
If shipping Oversize Cartons, please see 

1.C for additional instructions. 

FedEx Ground Collect 

LTL 

1 pound to 5,000 pounds AND 

greater than 30 cartons AND less 

than 750 cubic feet 

Please download the Excel version of the 

Carrier Matrix from our vendor portal.  The 

portal site address can be found in Section 5. 

TL                

or    

LTL 

Greater than or equal to 5,000 

pounds or greater than or equal to 

750 cubic feet 

 

Go to our Vendor Portal and click on the link 

“Routing Request Form” to submit. The Vendor 

Portal address can be found in Section 5. Further 

instructions are also found in section 1.C below. 

Express 
All Air Freight, Expedited or 

Guaranteed Shipments 
Contact Bed Bath & Beyond for instructions 

 

 For all pickup requests, please call the authorized BB&B carrier for pickup at least 24 

hours in advance. If you are experiencing larger than normal volumes (25% higher than 

normal), it is essential that you give BB&B’s authorized carriers additional advance 

notice of at least 48 hours prior to pick up. 

file://CommonCluster.bbby.corp.int/Bridge/Logistics/Logistics%20Support/Documents%20and%20Settings/dhanley/Local%20Settings/Temp/notesEA312D/Go
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 If your shipping facility is not a direct service point for the authorized BB&B carrier, and 

is picked up by the authorized BB&B carriers interline partner, you MUST always call 

the authorized BB&B carrier for pick up. Never call the interline partner directly for a 

pick up. You must always enter the name of the authorized BB&B carrier on the Bill of 

Lading in the “Ship via” or “Carrier Name” field. Never enter the name of the interline 

partner. BB&B will not be responsible for any freight charges billed directly to them 

from an interline carrier.  

 If a vendor has aggregated shipments that are equal to or greater than 5,000 lbs. and 

equals or is greater than 750 cubic feet, you MUST call the authorized BB&B carrier at 

least 72 hours in advance.  Regardless of how the shipment is routed, you must 

indicate the cubic feet of the shipment on the Bill of Lading.  Note: Advanced 

planning will assist in securing the required equipment from the carrier. 

 ALL shipments routed truckload at the direction of BB&B, MUST be palletized unless 

otherwise authorized by BBB Logistics - -Double stacking of pallets is NOT permitted 

unless instructed by BB&B to do so.  

 Freight MUST be tendered with Store/Purchase Order integrity which is defined as 

follows: All cartons for an individual Store shipment must be loaded on the trailer 

together at all times, and if palletized, must not be distributed across multiple pallets 

unless the shipment is large enough to require more than one pallet.  

 Bed Bath & Beyond will not be responsible for any sort and segregation charges arising 

from freight that is not tendered with Store/Purchase Order integrity. Sort and Seg is 

defined as cartons for a purchase order that are mixed throughout the trailer, or on more 

than one trailer. 

 BB&B will NOT reverse charges for shipments sent prepaid in error by the vendor. 

 Bed Bath & Beyond will not be responsible for Collect shipments routed by the vendor 

via any Carrier except via those Carriers shown in the above grid. 

 Shipment integrity must be maintained throughout the loading process. For purposes of 

this Routing Guide, “Shipment” is defined as all cartons to a single BB&B Store location 

in a single day from a single shipping point. A single origin point is defined as any 

shipping facilities located within the same zip code.  

 Added cost incurred by our carriers for sort and seg will be charged back to the vendor as 

per our Routing Violations Chargeback Schedule in Section 1C. 

 HAZMAT Shipments: All associated Haz Mat accessorial  charges are the 

responsibility of the Shipper. 

 The vendor is responsible to notify BB&B of temperature sensitive products, prior to 

shipping. Neither BB&B nor our carriers will be responsible for temperature related 

damages if notification has not been received prior to pick up. Please contact us regarding 

temperature sensitive shipments by sending an email to vendor@bedbath.com. 

 Vendors are to ship individual Bed Bath & Beyond Store’s no more than once per 

calendar week. Vendors with multiple shipping locations are to ship individual stores no 

more than once per week from each location.  In the event that a BB&B authorized 

carrier misses a pick-up which causes you to carry individual Store shipments over into 

the following week, you MUST combine those shipments with new orders you have for 

those same Store’s and ship them on a single Bill of Lading during the next calendar 

week.  Calendar week is defined as Sunday to Saturday.  Multiple purchase orders 

received for an individual Store are to be aggregated and shipped on a single Bill of 

Lading on the same day. The Bill of Lading should list all purchase order numbers and 

mailto:vendor@bedbath.com
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represent the combined weight, cartons and cube for all P.O.’s shipping together, going to 

a single BB&B Store destination. 

 If product is shipped as “Shipper Load and Count”, BB&B will hold the carrier 

responsible only for cartons or pallets confirmed by the carrier at pick up; Bed Bath & 

Beyond will assume no liability for any SLC agreements between carrier and vendor.   

 If product is shipped as “Said to Contain”, BB&B will hold the carrier responsible only 

for cartons or pallets confirmed by the carrier at pick up.    

 

 

B. Fedex Ground Shipping Parameters: 
 Vendors shipping “Collect terms” must ship via FedEx Ground under their own account 

number, but select “FedEx Ground COLLECT” as your billing option. If you are a new 

vendor, please contact FedEx Ground’s New Account Set-up Department 800-463-3339 10 

days prior to your initial ship date.   BB&B’s FedEx account number is NOT required in 

order to ship FedEx Ground COLLECT to BB&B store locations. Please be sure to 

notify FedEx that you are a new BB&B shipper and have received routing instructions to 

ship FedEx Ground COLLECT.  

 For any “Collect” shipments that are shipped to BB&B Store locations with Prepaid bar 

codes in error, the vendor will be responsible for payment of all freight charges and related 

accessorials. BB&B will NOT authorize Prepaid charges to be reversed and billed “Collect” 

to BB&B.  

 If you are a vendor shipping from multiple origin points, (origin point is defined as any 

shipping facility located within the same zip code) you must have a separate FedEx Account 

number for each facility. 

 For vendors utilizing the services of a third party shipper, any Routing Guide violations 

caused by your third party shipper will be the vendor’s responsibility.  For example, if your 

third party shipper uses your Fedex Account number to make shipments for another vendor 

which results in a chargeback, the chargeback will be issued to the vendor related to the 

Fedex Account number used.  

 When calculating the weight of a package, shipping via FedEx Ground, please be aware that 

FedEx’s policy is “Any fraction of a pound takes the next-higher rate”. Example: If you are 

shipping a carton that weighs 10.25 lbs., FedEx will bill that carton as if it weighed 11 lbs.  

Therefore, when calculating the weight of an individual store shipment, you must always 

round up to the next highest lb. for all cartons where the actual weight is a fraction of a 

pound. Vendors are reminded to round the weight from each carton to determine the 

aggregate weight to a single store. Please refer to the matrix found on page 4 to determine the 

correct mode once you have aggregated the shipment. 

 For Fedex Ground Oversized shipments:  

For any store level shipment consisting of  2 or more cartons each greater than 130” in length 

and girth or any carton measuring more than 165” in length and girth, the entire 

shipment must be routed LTL (Note: As per the instructions below, you MUST complete and 

submit a BB&B Oversized Carton Form for these items).  

 Additional handling charges billed by FedEx directly to the vendor for non-conveyable items 

are the vendors’ responsibility. 

 

Please see the Oversized Carton Diagram below for instructions on calculating a 

cartons length and girth. 
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 All vendors are responsible for determining if any of the cartons they are shipping are 

considered oversized by FedEx’s standards. If you have any oversized cartons, you MUST 

complete the Oversized Carton Form and return to BB&B via email to vendor@bedbath.com 

within 15 days of receipt of this guide.  Please request the Excel version of this form by 

sending an email to vendor@bedbath.com with the subject of “BB&B O/S Carton Form”. A 

blank form will be emailed to you within 24 hours. Please complete the form and return by 

email to the same address with the same subject as referenced above.  Until BB&B responds 

to your Oversized Carton Form, please follow the instructions below for calculating 

oversized carton weight and following the routing guidelines to route your freight.  BB&B 

will respond back to you within 15 days regarding your routing instructions for all 

subsequent shipments of oversized cartons.  Failure to identify Oversized cartons and return 

the form will result in routing violations chargebacks.   

 

Note: The Oversized Carton Form MUST be revised and re-submitted if there are any 

changes to the oversized cartons listed on any previously submitted form. 

 

 If your carton measurement is greater than 2.5 cubic feet, please contact your local FedEx 

account representative to arrange for package testing to have your packaging certified.  

Failure to have cartons exceeding this measurement tested and certified may result in 

chargebacks. 

  

Oversized Carton Diagram: Length & Girth calculation = Height x 2 + Width x 2 + Length 

    
 

Length: Measurement of the longest side. 

Girth: Measurement of the distances around the package at its thickest part, at a right angle to the 

length. The total of these two measurements is the combined length and girth.  

  

Length Width X 2

Height X 2

mailto:vendor@bedbath.com
mailto:vendor@bedbath.com
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C. Contacting BB&B for routing (Not applicable to New Store Initial 

Truckloads)  

 
For shipments meeting the weight and cube specifications defined on Page 4 that require 

“Contact BB&B for Routing”, please complete the Routing Request Form on the vendor portal 

by clicking on the tab labeled “Routing Request Form”.  The portal address is 

https://partners.bedbath.com/web/public 

 

Please allow 24 hours for a response. 

 

   

 

 

Air Freight, Expedited and Guaranteed Shipments: 

For each of the above, please call BB&B Logistics Dept. at 908-688-0888 x4220 or x4771. 

 

https://partners.bedbath.com/web/public
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D: Special Routing Considerations 

 

Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico: 
 

Vendors are to follow the routing instructions shown in this guide (section 1.A) regarding carrier 

selection and weight breaks. BB&B will be consolidating U.S. sourced products consigned to 

our Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico store locations at consolidation points located within the 

U.S. 48 contiguous.  Each store location in these areas will be assigned ONE Pool point 

ONLY. To identify the US based Pool point for each store, see the Current Store Listing 

spreadsheet, located on the Non Merchandise page in the vendor portal. 

For the complete address of the Ship To facility within the BB&B Pool & Consolidation 

network, please refer to the Pool and Consolidation Stores list, which can be found on the 

”Pool & Consolidation” tab on the vendor.bedbath.com site.  

Consolidated MASTER Bill of Ladings are required for shipments to these Stores which 

consolidate and ship through one COMMON pool point location together.   Please refer to 

Section 2.B. of this Routing Guide for Master Bill of Lading instructions.    

All vendors shipping from within these areas should ship directly to the Store’s physical 

address. 

 

 

Shipping to Schwarz: 
For vendors who receive PO’s to ship directly into Schwarz (BBB’s 3

rd
 party supply distributor), 

the following “Bill to” must appear on your BOL: 

 

Bed Bath & Beyond c/o 

   Berman Blake Associates 

   PO Box 9202 

   Old Bethpage, NY 11804-9002 

 

The “Ship to” address on your BOL must appear as Bed Bath & Beyond C/O Schwarz to the 

address on the Purchase Order. The Schwarz Purchase Order must appear on your BOL or, in the 

case of FedEx shipments, in the PO reference field in your package data upload to FedEx. 
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Shipping to Canada: 
Bed Bath & Beyond requires that you ship directly to our Stores located in Canada. It is 

important that you understand that this will apply for ALL shipments consigned to a Canadian 

Store unless otherwise directed by BB&B’s Purchasing or Logistics group.   

 

 When shipping to BB&B’s Canadian Store locations from points of origin in Canada 

or the United States, all Bills of Lading are to be consigned to (Example): 

Bed Bath & Beyond #2001 

225 High Tech Road, Unit #1 

Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B OA6 

 

Please adhere to the carrier selections detailed below when shipping to Bed Bath & Beyond 

Canadian Stores from origin points within the United States or Canada: 

 

In order to accomplish the movement of your freight to our Canada stores, please read and 

understand the following: 

 

1) It is recommended that you contact our Customs Broker, Livingston International, 2 weeks 

in advance of your shipping date to review shipping documents to ensure all necessary 

shipping information is included on the vendors Canada Customs Invoice which MUST be 

completed for each shipment. See Sample Canada Customs Invoice on the following page 

and find a copy on http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/forms-formulaires/ci1.pdf. 

2) Your Livingston contact person is Ann Marie Saunders: Phone (888) 871-4999 ext. 4985. 

Fax  (905) 871-8934.  

3) All vendors shipping to the BBB’s Canadian locations are expected to provide a NAFTA 

Certificate of Origin for any merchandise that qualifies for NAFTA preferential treatment, 

as well as any required supporting documentation. The vendor will also be required to re-

validate their product’s NAFTA eligibility annually and re-issue a blanket Certificate of 

Origin. It is the vendor’s responsibility to immediately notify BB&B of any changes to their 

manufacturing process, including but not limited to the materials used, costs of materials, 

and any other change that may impact the eligibility of the NAFTA claim.  

4) Vendors who are NAFTA Certified MUST submit their NAFTA certificates to Livingston 

prior to the first shipment leaving the vendor’s dock.  

5) Vendors who provide NAFTA Certificates that later are found to be invalid will be 

responsible for any fees and penalties imposed on BB&B by Canadian Customs.  

6) For each shipment going to Canada, our vendors need to comply with the following: 

a) All full trailer load shipments must be “sealed” at the point of origin and the seal # should 

be noted on the Bill of Lading. 

b) Vendor MUST supply, Livingston International with an accurate Bill of Lading and/or 

Packing Slip associated with the contents of the Trailer. Both documents are to be given 

to the carrier upon tender at the vendor’s dock. The Bill of Lading and/or packing slip 

must contain; Product description, Model number, BB&B SKU number, total pieces for 

that item, cost of the item, quantity on each pallet.  Vendors are also required to provide 

total weight, pallets and cube (if available) for the shipment.  Note: BB&B will be 
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maximizing on cube utilization of each trailer to Toronto, it is vital that your information 

be accurate.   

c) Please be sure the items are flagged on the commercial invoice as "not for sale". 
Country of Origin should be labeled on the outside of the master cartons/crates/pallets.  

d) To process customs release of shipments please follow the instructions on the attached 

Canadian Import Process for Truck Shipments. Copies of all shipping documents, 

including the Canada Customs Invoice and Bill of Lading, must be provided to the 

carrier. The carrier is required to complete a PARS cover sheet and fax it, along with all 

the previously noted documents to Livingston International, a minimum of 3 hours prior 

to arrival at the border. Carriers  are required to contact Livingston International PARS 

call center at (866) 548-7277 or parstracker.livingstonintl.com to check the status of the 

PARS  prier arriving at the border. The carrier may ask to use an available fax machine at 

the vendor’s facility to transmit these documents. 

7) If the vendor’s trailers are found to have discrepancies upon being unloaded at our  Store, or 

through a search from the Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA), the vendor will be 

responsible for all fines imposed upon BB&B for inaccurate representation of Commercial 

Documents and the costs associated with expedited shipping of supplemental orders to 

fulfill the obligation of the original order. 

 

If you should have any questions or concerns, please email us at vendor@bedbath.com, or 

call us at 908-688-0888 X4780.  Your comments are always welcome.  

 

  

mailto:vendor@bedbath.com
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Sample Canada Customs Invoice
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Shipping to Mexico:  
Non-Merchandise Vendors are to follow the routing instructions shown in the grid on page 4, 

regarding Carrier selection and weight breaks. Vendors are reminded that BB&B consolidates all 

product consigned to our Mexico locations at a consolidation point shown below: 

 

A. FOR EXISTING STORES: 
 

 All Bills of Lading for Mexico Existing Store #’s “2300 series” are to be shipped on a 

Master Bill of Lading and consigned to: 

      
Bed Bath & Beyond  

     C/O Daniel B. Hastings, Inc  

13378 Port Drive 

     Laredo, TX. 78045 

 

 Ambar Salazar, 956-712-6230, ai.salazar@dhastings.com 

 Fatima P Perez, 956-712-6228, fatima@dhastings.com 

 Sergio Ramirez, 867-715-9913, sramirez.nld@grupoei.com.mx 

 Maruza Rangel, 956-728-1581, mrangel.nld@grupoei.com.mx 

 Pedro Alvarado, 867-715-9913, palvarado.nld@grupoei.com.mx 

 

B. FOR NEW STORES: 

 

 All Bills of Lading for Mexico New Store #’s “2300 series” are to be shipped on a 

Master Bill of Lading and consigned to: 

 

Importadora BBBMEX/Tomas Lopez 

 13109 Spivey Dr. 

 Killiam Industrial Park 

  Laredo, TX. 78045 

Phone: 956-236-5607 

  Email: tlopez.lrd@grupoei.com.mx 

 Ma. Elena Vazquez – (956) 724-7362, ext. 8107 - mvazquez.lrd@grupoei.com.mx 

 Pedro Alvarado – (867) 714-3928 - palvarado.nld@grupoei.com.mx, importacion.nld@grupoei.com.mx 

 Carlos Resendez – (956) 724-7362, ext. 8112 - cresendez.lrd@grupoei.com.mx) 
 Carla Soto – (956) 724-7362, ext. 8107 – casoto.lrd@grupoei.com.mx 
 Tomas Lopez – (956) 724-7362, ext. 8107 – tlopez.lrd@grupoei.com.mx 

 

 

 

1) It is recommended that you contact our Customs Broker, D.B. Hastings, Inc., 2 weeks in 

advance of your shipping date to review shipping documents to ensure all necessary 

shipping information is included on the vendors Mexico Customs Invoice which MUST be 

completed for each shipment. See Sample Mexico Customs Invoice on the following page. 

Please add the following BBB Mexico Logistics Team on your email communication:  

 Randy Lind, Logistics Manager, (862) 368-5601, randy.lind@bedbath.com 

 Jose Luis Cerda, Logistics Manager, (908) 209-6468, jose.cerda@bedbath.com  

mailto:ai.salazar@dhastings.com
file:///C:/Users/mfung/AppData/Local/Temp/notes97E53A/fatima@dhastings.com
mailto:sramirez.nld@grupoei.com.mx
mailto:mrangel.nld@grupoei.com.mx
mailto:mvazquez.lrd@grupoei.com.mx
mailto:palvarado.nld@grupoei.com.mx
mailto:importacion.nld@grupoei.com.mx
mailto:cresendez.lrd@grupoei.com.mx
mailto:casoto.lrd@grupoei.com.mx
mailto:randy.lind@bedbath.com
mailto:Krystal.Rivera@bedbath.com
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 Seweryn Soban, Customs Compliance Manager, (908) 855-4929, 

seweryn.soban@bebdath.com  

 Odetys Reyes, Customs Compliance Specialist, (011) 52 55 53 21 3023, 

odetys.reyes@bedbath.com 

2) 2) All vendors shipping to the BBB’s Mexico locations are expected to provide a NAFTA 

Certificate of Origin for any merchandise that they feel qualifies for NAFTA preferential 

treatment, as well as any required supporting documentation. The vendor will also be 

required to re-validate their product’s NAFTA eligibility annually and re-issue a blanket 

Certificate of Origin. It is the vendor’s responsibility to immediately notify BB&B of any 

changes to their manufacturing process, including but not limited to the materials used, 

costs of materials, and any other change that may impact the eligibility of the NAFTA 

claim. 

3) For each shipment going to Mexico, vendors need to comply with the following:  

a. All full trailer load shipments must be “sealed” at the point of origin, and the seal # 

should be noted on the Bill of Lading. The destination of these shipments will be our 

broker’s location in Laredo, TX for the goods will have to be inspected/reviewed against 

the documentation received from our vendors prior to crossing into Mexico. The address 

can be found in Section above. 

b. Vendors shipping either Parcel or LTL must follow all the guidelines listed below and 

MUST adhere to the attached Bed Bath & Beyond Fixture and Supply Routing Guide for 

selecting the correct carrier to move your goods to our Broker located in Laredo, TX. If 

you are defined as a COLLECT Shipper for Bed Bath & Beyond, the use of our carriers 

is mandatory. If you are a PREPAID vendor, we recommend you use one of our carriers 

as it minimizes other carriers delivering to our broker. As a reminder, PREPAID 

deliveries MUST be appointed by our broker 48 hours in advance of delivery. Carriers 

must call our broker at least 48 hours in advance to schedule their delivery appointment. 

No delivery will be taken without an appointment unless other previously approved 

arrangements have been made with BB&B and/or our broker.  

c. Vendors MUST supply MX Broker with an accurate Commercial Invoice in Excel 

format, Bill of Lading, Packing Slip, Manifest associated with the contents of the 

trailer by pallet number, and copy of NAFTA Certificate in excel and PDF format. 

Please note that our Vendors are considered the “shipper” from the Vendor’s facility 

to Laredo TX and Liberty Procurement Co Inc., will be the Exporter of Record from 

Laredo TX to Mexico.  This is the reason why we ask that you provide us with the 

Mexico Commercial Invoice in Excel format in advance. All of these documents 

(except the CI and NAFTA Certificate) are to be given to the carrier upon tender at the 

vendor’s dock. The Bill of Lading, Packing Slip, and Manifest must contain Pallet 

Number, Vendor’s Item/Part Number, Full Product Description (DO NOT 

ABBREVIATE PRODUCT DESC.), UPC, total number of pieces for that item, cost of 

the item, and country of origin, weight, and quantity per pallet. Vendors are also required 

to provide total weight, pallets and cube (if available) for the shipment (Note: BB&B will 

be maximizing the cube utilization of each trailer to each store when necessary, so it is 

vital that your information be accurate).  Pallets MUST have a label on the skid that 

contains the Pallet Number, Part Number, Full Description and Quantity of all the 

items on the pallet so that our broker can match what’s on the pallet to the 

CI/BL/Manifest. Vendors MUST use WPM Certified or Plastic Pallets for all 

shipments.  

mailto:seweryn.soban@bebdath.com
mailto:odetys.reyes@bedbath.com
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d. Vendors shipping UN-ASSEMBLED UNITS THAT MAKE UP A FINISHED 

PRODUCT/UNIT WHEN ASSEMBLED must provide us with copy of a product 

DIAGRAM which includes the number of parts/components and quantities so that our 

broker may have this on file in case it is requested by Mexican Customs.  The vendor is 

also required to add a note/comment on the CI in excel format which confirms how many 

total units there are once all parts and components are assembled.  For example, “Lines 1-

20 of this invoice make up a total of 10 Gondola Shelving Units once assembled.” The CI 

must show only one line item for these units, if applicable. For example, “30 Gondola 

Shelving Units”, while the BL and Manifest MUST include a breakdown of all the parts 

and components by pallet number. Here is an example for your reference:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TAX ID

Country of 

Origin Quantity Unit Wt in KG

Total Wt 

in KG Unit Price Total USD

5 500 2500 $100.00 $500.00

0 $0.00

0 $0.00

0 $0.00

0 $0.00

0 $0.00

0 $0.00

0 $0.00

0 $0.00

0 $0.00

0 $0.00

0 $0.00

Quantity Total Wt Total USD

Total 5 2500 $500.00

Vendor Item Number

Attn: Bed Bath & Beyond Team - (956) 236-5607

52-2279383

4. Consignee (Name and Address)                                                         

Bed Bath & Beyond - #2309

 Description

5 Gondola Shelving Units12345678

Importadora BBBMEX, S. de R.L. de C.V.

USD

13109 Spivey Dr. / Killiam Industrial Park

10. Currency of settlement:

USA

6. Country of Transshipment

COMMENTS:

Boulevard Manuel Ávila Camacho No. 3228

Col. Boulevares, Naucalpan de Juárez, Estado de México

C.P. 53140 México

Centro Comenrcial Plaza Patria

Laredo, TX 78045 

7. Country of origin of goods

Col. Jacarandas Local

RFC: IBB060425DI8

8. Transportation: (Mode and place of direct shipment to Mexico)

TL/LTL

Grupo E.I./Importadora BBBMEX

Trailer#:

PDTO#:

Email: tlopez.lrd@grupoei.com.mx

DAT

9. Conditions of sale and Terms of Sale:

Mexico

Zapopan, Jalisco, C.P. 45160

Zona L Planta Alta

Total Shipping Weight:

5. Purchase's Name and Address (if different)

Mexico Commercial Invoice Page  1   of  1

 Invoice No.: 

1. Vendor / Shipper (Name and Address)

Invoice Date.: 
2. Purchase Order No.: 

3. Other References

Liberty Procurement Co., Inc.

650 Liberty Avenue

Union NJ 07083
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e. Please be sure the items are flagged on the commercial invoice as "not for sale". 

Country of Origin should be labeled on the outside of the master cartons/crates/pallets 

along with the store number the goods are intended for. 

f. Copies of all shipping documents, including the Vendor’s Commercial Invoice, 

Packing List, Bill of Lading and Manifest, must be provided to the carrier.  

If the vendor’s trailers are found to have discrepancies upon being unloaded at our Mexican 

broker’s location, the discrepancies will be noted and communicated back to the vendor and 

BB&B so proper adjustments to the documentation (Commercial Invoice or NAFTA Certificate) 

and billing to BB&B can occur. The vendor may be responsible for all fines imposed upon the 

Mexican Broker for inaccurate representation of commercial documents, as well as the costs 

associated with expedited shipping of supplemental orders to fulfill the obligation of the original 

order. 

E: Routing Performance Chargebacks 

Bed Bath & Beyond requires its vendors to strictly adhere to the instructions contained within 

this document. Vendors failing to adhere to these instructions will be subject to Performance 

chargebacks as per the schedule shown below. These charges are designed to cover the 

additional costs incurred by Bed Bath & Beyond and to foster improved performance with our 

Routing Guide instructions.  Please be advised that BB&B's decision to modify orders and/or 

forego chargebacks in any one or several instances shall not constitute an agreement to forego or 

waive any chargeback in the future, and shall not act as a waiver of the right to enforce 

chargebacks in the future.  BB&B reserves all such rights and remedies, including the right to 

fully enforce all vendor compliance procedures. 

 

All charges subject to a minimum charge. 
EDI Violations  

Paper Invoices after use of EDI Invoice is required $5 per invoice (store level) 

ASN received incorrectly, inaccurate, invalid, incomplete or 

not transmitted within 2 hours after the goods are shipped , 

GS1 -128 label invalid, illegible or missing 

$2 per carton received with ASN and/or labeling 

violations 

Failure to transmit a valid GS1-128 carton ID to FedEx in the 

required format and/or time frame. 

$2 per carton 

Routing  / Freight Tender Violations   

Shipping same store more than once per week from the same 

origin zip code. 

Full undiscounted cost of freight associated with all 

shipments excluding the largest (weight) shipment for 

the week +$25 Administration fee 

Failure to follow routing instructions such as but not limited 

to:  , “Collect” freight shipped via incorrect carrier or mode 

as required by BB&B  Routing Guide, or “Pre-paid” orders 

shipped “Collect” 

Full undiscounted cost of freight + $25 Administration 

fee 

Misdirected Freight: Vendor mislabeled and /or Shipped 

goods to incorrect location. 

Full undiscounted cost of freight + $25 Administration 

fee 

Failure to submit a Truckload Routing Request Form Full undiscounted cost of freight + $25 Administration 

fee  

Shipping prior to New Store Ship Date $75.00 per LTL shipment/ $5.00 per FedEx carton 

Appointment Violations & Merchandise not available for 

pickup 

All accessorial charges passed on from the carrier +$25 

Administration fee 

All Prepaid or unauthorized Collect carrier accessorial 

charges e.g., detention, notification, storage, sorting, 

reweigh, etc., including pre-paid carriers attempting delivery 

100% of accessorial charge +$25 Administration fee 
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without appointment. 

Reversal of prepaid freight charges, e.g. vendor ships prepaid 

in error and requests BB&B to reverse freight charges back 

to BB&B 

BB&B will not reverse charges.  Vendor is responsible 

for paying original carrier directly 

Failure to notify BB&B of Oversized Cartons Full undiscounted cost of the freight + $25 

Administration fee 

FedEx Ground address correction charges $10 per address correction 

Failure to notify BB&B 90 days in advance of relocation of 

shipping facility OR 

Failure to secure approval from BB&B prior to: 

implementing or discontinuing “Pick and Pack” procedures 

or changing case pack quantities. 

Full undiscounted cost of freight for all such shipments 

until notification is received and approved plus a 

monthly $100 Administration fee  

Shipping an individual Store the same sku’s from multiple 

locations or failure to ship goods from correct facility (if so 

designated by BB&B) 

Full undiscounted cost of freight from the facility in 

violation +$25 Administration fee. 

Freight requiring carrier sort and segregation, i.e.: orders 

shipped without BOL and/or store integrity)- which ever is 

correct 

$.75 per carton with a minimum $20 per shipment to sort 

and segregate 

Failure to palletize a Truckload shipment $0.50 per floor loaded carton 
Poor pallet quality / Improperly palletized freight / Incorrect carton 

or pallet label 

$20 per pallet in violation or $2 per carton 

Routing Performance Chargebacks Continued: 
 

 

Misclassification of commodity type(s) on Bill of Lading (e.g. 

incorrect, incomplete, or missing NMFC item(s) or freight class(es) 

or use of single item or freight class when shipment contains 

multiple commodity types. 

Full undiscounted cost of freight + $25 Administration fee.  

Missing, Incorrect, or Incomplete Bill of Lading $25 per occurrence 

Packing and/or sealing violations resulting in extra carton handling All accessorial charges passed on from the carrier +$25 

Administration fee 

Purchase Order  

Early Shipment (other than New Store Orders) 

     2 – 13 days prior to ship date 

     14 – 20 days prior to ship date 

     21 – 27 days prior to ship date 

     28 + days prior to ship date 

 

5% of cost of merchandise shipped early 

10% of cost of merchandise shipped early 

15% of cost of merchandise shipped early 

20% of cost of merchandise shipped early 

Late Shipment or Non Shipment (other than New Store Orders) 

     14 – 20 days after to ship date 

     21 – 27 days after to ship date 

     28 - 34 days after to ship date 

     35 + day after the ship date or Non-shipment of merchandise  

 

5% of cost of merchandise shipped late 

10% of cost of merchandise shipped late 

15% of cost of merchandise shipped late 

20% of cost of merchandise shipped late or not shipped 

Late Shipment of Circular / Seasonal Goods/ “Time Sensitive” - 

Orders not shipped between ship and cancel dates for orders 

identified by BB&B as circular and / or seasonal orders or other 

“time sensitive”. 

All costs to expedite or 20% of cost of merchandise not 

shipped on time at BB&B discretion.  BB&B may choose to 

return late shipped goods at the Vendor’s expense 

Late Shipment or Non Shipment – New Stores All costs to expedite or 25% of cost of merchandise not 

shipped on time at the discretion of BB&B 

Late Shipment or Non Shipment – Special Orders 20% of retail price to cover costs of  customer accommodation 

Damaged Receipt of Special Orders 20% of retail price to cover costs of customer accommodation, 

including but not limited to house calls for repair, cost of 

repair, etc. 

Unordered, substituted, over shipped, cancelled items 20% of cost of such items plus freight and handling costs if 

returned 

Partial Shipment (on orders designated as "ship complete") 20% of Purchase Order cost 

Ticketing / Labeling Violations (UPC)  

UPC Violation (Invalid, incomplete, unscannable, unreadable, 

missing, not on file) 

$1.00 per  unit with a $50.00 minimum + $25 Administration 

fee 

Violation of legal labeling requirements including, but not limited 

to ,inaccurate declaration of weight or measure, incomplete/ 

incorrect Vendor address information, fiber content, registration 

Full reimbursement of any fines or penalties paid by BB&B 

plus all related Administration costs (minimum $50 for the  

first violation and minimum $500 for subsequent violations) 
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numbers,  language requirements, etc. and/or all costs associated with the application of corrective 

labels to or the return of non-compliant merchandise to the 

Vendor 

Incorrect or missing size labeling, retail ticket (if required)  or other 

violations to BB&B’s packaging or labeling requirements 

$25 per incident + $1.00 per unit in violation 

Miscellaneous  

Error on invoice (No/Invalid/Wrong store #, PO #, Carton Count, 

Terms, Invoice Date, etc.) or Duplicate Invoices Received 

$25 per invoice 

Request for copy of Check Remittance, Cancelled check or claim $25 per incident 

Failure to provide or to maintain accurate product information, 

certificates or documentation to BB&B that may be necessary to 

sell and/or import merchandise into any jurisdiction in which 

BB&B is located, or failure to provide (upon request by BB&B) 

documentation, information and/or assistance necessary to recover a 

duty drawback for the duty paid on the merchandise upon its entry 

into the United States. 

$ 25 per  purchase order plus full amount of any related fines , 

penalties, fees and/or the duty not recovered 

Section 2: Carton Requirements: 

This Section details requirements regarding Packaging, Carton Sealing, Carton Labeling and 

Carton Specifications. 

 

 A: Carton Packaging Requirements 

 All products must be packed in a way that ensures that they will arrive free of any damage or 

wear.  

 All packaging must be designed and manufactured to comply with all applicable standards as 

set forth by the National Motor Freight Classification (NMFC) to withstand the normal rigors 

of transportation and physical distribution processes. 

 In addition to the above referenced NMFC guidelines, BB&B recommends that all vendors 

routing shipments through FedEx Ground have their packages tested by FedEx to ensure that 

they meet their packaging standards which are based on International Safe Transit 

Association (ISTA) guidelines.  

Please contact your local FedEx account representative to arrange for package testing. You 

can also read about ISTA at www.ista.org. Vendors are reminded that package testing is vital 

to avoiding potential claims where inappropriate packaging was used to transport BB&B 

fixtures and supplies. 

 The master carton must meet the minimum single wall corrugated fiberboard carton 

specifications of adequate construction to sustain floor loading within trailers for distribution. 

As per NMFC guidelines, the Minimum Bursting Test for a single wall corrugated fiberboard 

carton ranges from 125 for a 20lb. carton, to 350 for a 120 lb. carton. The carton must also 

contain a seal of certification listing its bursting and weight constraints as set forth by the 

NMFC. 

 The appropriate packaging includes, but is not limited to: cartons, crates, pallets, blanket 

wrap, and any of the preceding in combination, or any other packaging method that ensures 

that product arrives free of damage. 

Note: Cartons not completely protecting vendors’ product must be communicated by the 

Vendor to the Bed Bath & Beyond Logistics Support Group, prior to the initial shipment, for 

agreement and written waivers. See Section 5 for BB&B Contact List. 

 Sufficient internal packing material must also be used to ensure adequate protection 

     during handling and shipping (e.g., Styrofoam peanuts, corrugated or wood dividers,  
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      corrugated corner protection, blow-in foam, items individually wrapped or      

      bagged,  etc.).   

 It is the vendor’s responsibility to package and protect merchandise subject to regional 

climactic specifications. 

  It is also the vendor’s responsibility to insure that the packaging adheres to all applicable 

international laws. Please see our Vendor Compliance Guide for details regarding this 

requirement. 

 Hazmat Shipment Packaging Requirements. For shipments classified as ORM-D: 

1. Minimum 200 lb. Burst test or 32 Edge Crush Test (ECT) outer corrugated carton 

must be used. 

2. Gross weight of ORM-D’s cannot exceed 66 lb. (30 kg) (D.O.T. requirement) 

3. Gross weight cannot exceed authorized gross weight limit indicated on the 

manufacturers test seal (see item 1 above) 

4. Maximum number of inner containers is limited to 2 x 1 gallons for glass receptacles 

and 4 x 1 gallon for metal or plastic receptacles. 

5. When routing shipments via Fed Ex Ground, ORM-D’s cannot be shipped to Alaska, 

Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Canada or Mexico. 

6. For detailed information on how to properly prepare HazMat shipments, please see 

the following link:  

 

http://www.fedex.com/us/services/options/dangerousgoods 

 

 

B. Structural Design Recommendations 

 
Whenever possible, containers should be designed with the corrugation direction vertical to the 

pallet surface when stacked in their most stable orientation. 

Provide a full overlap container when designing boxes with narrow widths that are likely to be 

placed on pallets on their broadest faces for stability.  A full overlap or FOL box features major 

flaps that fully cover the width opening of the box.  This design will help to increase the 

compression strength of the package, reducing damage 
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MAINTAIN VERTICAL 

CORRUGATION DIRECTION

WHEN STACKING

WHEN STACKING NARROW WIDTH BOXES

ON THEIR LARGE FACES, DESIGN WITH

FULL WIDTH FLAPS
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C. Domestic Outer Case Material Specifications  

 
Containers manufactured either in or outside the US that are used to package goods transported 

within the United States must conform with Item 222 of the National Motor Freight classification 

Rules.  The chart below is a simplified version of Item 222 applicable to the Bed Bath & Beyond 

maximum case weight. 

 

Single wall Corrugated Boxes 

Maximum Box 

Gross Weight 

(pounds) 

Maximum 

Outside Dimensions 

Length, Width & 

Depth Added (inches) 

Minimum 

Burst 

(lbs. / sq. in.) 

Minimum  

Combined Weight 

Of Facings 

(lbs. / 1,000 sq. ft.) 

Or Minimum 

Edge Crush 

Test (ECT) 

(lbs. / in.) 

20 40 125 52 23 

35 50 150 66 26 

50 60 175 75 29 

65 75 200 84 32 

80 85 250 111 40 

 

Double wall Corrugated Boxes 

 

80 85 200 92 42 

*This guide serves only as a minimum requirement for box materials.  Allowances for product 

fragility, difficult distribution environments, long distribution cycle times and other issues should 

also be considered when specifying materials. 

  

Definitions: 

Burst Test: 

Tests to determine compliance with the bursting test requirements must be conducted in 

accordance with Technical Association of Pulp and Paper Industry (TAPPI), Official Test 

Method T-810.  A minimum of six bursts must be made, three from each side of the board, and 

only one burst test will be permitted to fall below the specified minimum value.  Board failing to 

pass the foregoing test will be accepted if in a retest consisting of 24 bursts, 12 from each side of 

the board, not more than four burst tests fall below the specified minimum value. 

 

Edge Crush Test: 

Tests to determine compliance with the edge crush requirements must be conducted in 

accordance with Technical Association of Pulp and Paper Industry (TAPPI), Official Test 

Method T-811.  A minimum of six tests must be made and only one test is permitted to fall 

below the specified minimum value, and that one test cannot fall below the specified minimum 

value by more than 10%.  Board failing to pass the foregoing will be accepted if in a retest 

consisting of 24 tests, not more than four tests fall below the specified minimum value and none 

of those tests fall below the specified minimum value by more than 10%. 

 

Combined Basis Weight of Facings 

Weight of linerboard (or corrugating medium) expressed in terms of pounds per 1,000 square 

feet (MSF). The combined weight of facings is the sum of all liners (exclude medium basis  
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weight).  In the case of double wall board total the basis weights of all three liners; outside, 

middle and inside (exclude medium basis weight). 

 

D. Outer Carton Sealing Requirements: 
 

Cartons must be sealed according to the following guidelines: 

 Cartons must be sealed with reinforced paper tape or pressure sensitive poly tape. 

 All items will be completely enclosed to insure product protection with no product exposure 

or protrusions that would injure personnel or damage material handling equipment. 

 Plastic banding and nylon strapping is acceptable in conjunction with reinforced tape.  

 No steel strapping (unless carton weight exception is granted for cartons in excess of 80 lbs.) 

 Strapping, banding and/or tape must not cover labels or merchandise information 

 If multiple cartons for the same PO are strapped together, each carton must have an 

individual GS1-128 carton label. 

 It is recommended that multiple cartons be heat wrapped together as a replacement to 

banding since it offers savings in shipping costs and performs a superior function in 

protecting display box type items.  Please keep in mind that each carton still requires an 

individual GS1-128 label. 

 

 

 

Paper Tape 
 

Full length of all outer seams 

securely sealed with strips not 

less than 2” (50mm) wide. 

 

 

Pressure-Sensitive Tape 
 

Full length of all outer seams 

securely sealed with strips not 

less than 2” (50mm) wide.  

Tape must be a minimum of 2 

mils thick. 
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E. Labeling Requirements: 

 

To facilitate movement, all cartons must be labeled according to the following specifications. If 

you are currently shipping using GS1-128 labels please follow the instructions below.  Note: All 

vendors are to adopt a GS1-128 label as this is now Bed Bath & Beyond’s standard. Our EDI 

Mapping Standards are available on our Vendor Portal [https://partners.bedbath.com].  

. 

  

GS1-128 Labels:  

Cartons with GS1-128 labels must contain the following 

 Cartons must have GS1-128 Label as per sample on the following page. 

 Label must be placed in the middle of the broadest, longest surface of the carton as shown in 

the diagram below. The FEDEX Collect label should be placed as close to the GS1-128 label 

as is physically possible without interfering with the design graphics or the UPC code. 

Sample of Carton Label Placement 

 

 

 

 
 

 Special handling requirements such as, but not limited to; Circular merchandise, Fragile, 

Flammable, Hazardous, Perishable, Protect from Heat, This End Up, Protect from Freezing, 

Rush etc., must be prominently displayed close to the outer cartons markings associated with 

the GS1-128 label. 

 

A sample of an acceptable carton label for GS1-128 Compliant Vendors is on the following 

page. 
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SAMPLE GS1-128 LABEL: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A - From Vendor shipping point (origin) 

B - To Final Destination - BB&B store address 

C - Carrier Info The BOL, carrier SCAC and PRO # if available at  label 

creation time 

D - Postal Zip Zip code corresponding to the Ship To location.  

E - PO & Vendor 

Number 

Derived information from the PO (EDI 850 Purchase Order 

document) 

F – Quantity, 

Description 

Carton contents UPC and quantity.  If the carton is a “Pick 

and Pack” or a “Mixed UPC” carton the DESCRIPTION 

field must contain “PNP” or “Pick and Pack” and the UPC 

field must be left blank. 

G - Carrier Facility Will be populated throughout the year via notifications from 

Logistics. 

H - Store number BB&B store number 

I - SSCC-18 Barcode Standard GS1-128 barcode unique for each carton 

 

  

 

FROM:

Acme Corporation

123 Main Street

Anytown, US 12345

TO:
Bed Bath & Beyond

Store #252

325 Park Avenue

Columbus, OH 40059

CARRIER INFO:

B/L: 1234567

SCAC: OVNT

PRO: 123456789

POSTAL ZIP:

42040059

PO Number: 1234567           BBB Vendor Number: 999999

Store:

252
SSCC-18

(00)     0     0    0     02170     138907177     5

Field A

Field C

Field E

Field G

Field I

Field B

Field D

Field H

QTY: 12

UPC: 123456789012

Description: Coffee Mug - Ceramic Blue
Field F
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For GS1-128 Non-compliant vendors, if you have not yet been authorized to ship using GS1-

128 labels please see labeling instructions below for “GS1 -128 Non-compliant Vendors.  

The following information must be included on your carton label. (Labels must not be 

handwritten): 

 Ship from: Vendor name, vendor # and complete address. 

 Ship to: Complete BB&B Store address. 

 BB&B Store #: must be in bold print and at least 1/2” in height. 

 BB&B Purchase Order # Bold and at least 1” in height. 

 BB&B SKU #, description and quantity 

 Carton count: 1 of 10, 2 of 10, . . . 10 of 10. 

 

Sample carton label for Non-GS1-128:  
Minimum size: 3-1/2" x 5" Maximum size: 5" x 7" Store #: at least 1/2" in height 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shipper: Acme Corporation    To: Bed Bath & Beyond #252 
Vendor #123      325 Park Ave. 

123 Main Street     Columbus, OH 40059                       

Anytown, US 12345             
 

BB&B PO #1234567      

 

BB&B SKU#________________     Quantity________    Description___________________________ 

BB&B SKU#________________ Quantity________    Description___________________________ 

BB&B SKU#________________ Quantity_________  Description___________________________ 
BB&B SKU#________________ Quantity_________  Description___________________________

          

 

 

 

 

 

Carton 1 of 10 
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F: Individual Carton Specifications 

 

The Vendors cartons must fall within following size and weight guidelines or the carrier has the 

right to refuse the pick up of the freight. Written authorization is needed to ship outside of these 

specifications. See the diagram below for a sample of carton dimensions. 

 

Merchandise Cartons 

Carton Height: 4” to 30” 

Carton Length: 9” to 42” 

Carton Width:  4” to 30” 

Carton Weight: Up to 80 lbs. 

 

Sample of Acceptable Carton Dimensions 

 

 

 
 

 

Please contact the Bed Bath & Beyond Logistics Support Dept. (See Section 5) for carton 

sizes outside of these dimensions.  

 

MIN 4" MAX 30"
MIN 9" MAX 42"

MIN 4" MAX 30"
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Section 3: Freight Tender:  

This Section details the requirements regarding the shipping of BB&B New Stores and Damage 

Free Loading of BB&B freight. 

A. Pallet Requirements (Not applicable to New Store Initial Truckloads – See 

next page for New Store Truckload pallet requirements): 

 

If shipment is palletized, the following standards must be adhered to: 

 

 ALL shipments routed truckload at the direction of BB&B, MUST be palletized unless 

otherwise authorized by BBB Logistics - -Double stacking of pallets is NOT permitted 

unless instructed by BB&B to do so. 

 ALL Pallets must be of at least Grade B, GMA 4 way type. 

 Each pallet must be shrink-wrapped in clear, transparent shrink-wrap. Do not, under any 

circumstances, use colored shrink-wrap.   

 The shrink-wrap should be tied or attached to the pallet ensuring that the first wrap covers 

the pallet and base cartons. Pallet should be wrapped a minimum of 5 times depending on 

the pallets height.  This greatly reduces the risk of the pallet breaking apart in transit 

ensuring that all orders reach the stores intact. 

 DO NOT double stack pallets and then shrink wrap them together to create a single handling 

unit when shipping via BB&B’s authorized LTL carriers. 

 Single Pallet Weight may not exceed 1250 LBS without written authorization from BB&B’s 

Logistics Department.  See Section 5 for contact information. 

 For Merchandise requiring a larger pallet for product protection, please contact our Logistics 

Department. See Section 5 for contact information. 

 Freight is not to overhang the pallet. If the product does overhang, the Vendor is responsible 

for bracing and protecting the exposed areas of the merchandise. 

 Pallet Height is not to exceed 7’.  

 Cartons are to be placed on the pallet so that the labels face upward or outward. 

 Pallet markings applied under the stretch wrap must include: Vendor number, Vendor name, 

ship from address, Store number(s), P.O. number(s) and carton count. 

 For Vendors shipping more than one store on a pallet, each store’s P.O.’s and PRO’s must 

be separated.  Our preference is to have a layer of stretch wrap separating the P.O.’s for each 

store. Note: Pallet marking requirements still apply. 

 When building pallets with multiple SKU’s for the same store, it is recommended that the 

greatest quantity of any single SKU be loaded first, stacking the SKU’s with lower quantities 

on top.  Exceptions may apply for heavy or oversized product.  See Mixed Pallet Stacking 

Guidelines – 3.B. 
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Pallet Requirements for New Store Initial Truckload Shipments: 
For Fixtures, all pallets must be banded as follows: 

 For standard pallets (40”x48”), Minimum 2 bands lengthwise and 2 bands widthwise. 

 Oversized pallets (any pallet greater than a standard 40” x 48”), Minimum 3 bands 

lengthwise and 2 bands widthwise. 

Oversized pallets for Fixtures must be constructed as follows: 

 Top pallet cross members must be 2x4’s 

 Bottom pallet cross members must be 1x4’s 

 Length rails must be at least 2x4’s 

Loading instructions for Oversized pallets: 

 Must be loaded at the tail end of the trailer. 

 Must be accessible, on all 4 sides,  by fork lifts and/or pallet jacks  -DO NOT LOAD 

SIDEWAYS 

Crating: 

 All crated pallets must have tops or lids so that skids can be double stacked. Crates can 

only be double stacked when shipping to a New Store.  

If fixture side is exposed on any skid then a cardboard side protector must also be used. 

 

PALLET LABELING (Fixture Shipments Only) 

 

Each PALLET must have a label containing the following information: 

1. Department name at the top of the label Item # 

2. Item quantity.  Each item on the pallet listed separately. 

3. Item description 

4. BB&B store name and # 

5. Store address 

6. Purchase Order # 

7. Pallet # 

8. Fixture parent part # 

9. Component part # 

10. For Laminate vendors only: You must follow the colored labeling instructions contained in 

the Laminate Parts Sequence provided to you by BB&B Purchasing. If you have any 

questions, please contact the BB&B Purchasing Dept. for special labeling instructions. (See 

Section 5 for Contact List) 

11. All supplemental orders require a fluorescent green pallet/carton label. If you have any 

questions, please contact the BB&B Purchasing Dept. for special labeling instructions. (See 

Section 5 for Contact List). 
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Unacceptable Pallet Defects 

 
 

 

1) No missing or broken boards on top or bottom. 

2) No patched boards or metal repair plates. 

3) A minimum of two repair or companion stringers is allowed.  Weathering cracks which 

are not continuous and not visible from three sides are allowable. 

4) Pallets are not required to be bleached white but should be clean and odor free.  Clean 

pallets are free of debris and stains.  Discoloration due to aging is acceptable. 

5) No cracks on top or bottom boards greater than 1/8” wide and 15” inches in length. 

6) No exposed splinters greater than 3 inches in length. 

7) No tapered breaks with a depth of greater than 1 inch along a ten inch or more run.  If at 

the ten inch distance the depth is less than inch, the pallet is good.  If the one inch depth 

runs the entire length of board the pallet is unacceptable. 

8) Nail heads or nail points are not to exceed 1/8” exposure from the surface of wood.  

Pallets are not to be rejected for exposed nails unless top or bottom board surface 

between nail head and stringer has been destroyed. 

9) No partial footings.  Partial footings are where 1/4 of a stringer board width or length 

connecting to a bottom board has been removed, or securing nail shanks are exposed in 

the stringer. 
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B. Mixed Pallet Stacking Guidelines 

 
In order to maximize the performance of your packaging we have provided a process for building 

unit loads to minimize any chance of product damage. 

 Make whole stock pallets first if packages are of uniform size. 

 If this is not possible, build whole pallet layers of like sized boxes. 

 The next best option is to create mixed layers with same height items. 

 Finally, if none of the above situations apply, arrange differently sized items 

within the outer edges of the pallet in a tight and efficient pattern.  
 

 

  
Make whole stock pallets first. Build whole layers of like sized boxes. 

  
Create mixed layers with same height items. 

 

Arrange differently sized items within the outer edges of 

the pallet in a tight and efficient pattern.  
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C. Fixtures and Supply Shipping Information 

New Store 

 Vendors will receive a New Store Report from the BB&B Purchasing Department on a 

weekly basis. 

 BBB Logistics will request spec information 3 weeks prior to fixture date from vendors 

via email (spec info includes: wt., cube, estimated amount of trailer space needed, pallet 

size and pallet/box count) 

 Spec information needs to be returned 4 days after being requested to the BBB Logistics 

Dept via email (see below for contact info). 

 Vendors will receive final fixture schedule from BBB Logistics 5 days prior to fixture 

date  

 BB&B’s designated carrier will also contact the vendor, as per this schedule, regarding 

equipment requirements and to set the pickup schedule.  

 Fixture vendors are required to load the trailer(s) requested/provided to full capacity. If 

the trailer(s) are loaded to full capacity and there is overflow freight, the vendor must 

contact BB&B’s Logistics dept prior to pick up for alternate routing.  

 Any fixture vendor that requests a “Logistics” trailer and does not optimize the deck 

utilization will be charged back for the added cost of the specialized equipment. 

 In addition to the Bill of Lading instructions found in Section 4C under the heading 

Individual Store Bills of Lading, all Bills of Lading for New Store Fixture shipments 

must also include Tracking #, scheduled delivery date and time as per the New Store 

Schedule from BB&B Logistics Department. 

 Vendors are required to notify the BBB Logistics Dept via email (see below for contact 

info) if a pick up appt. is not made by the carrier by 3pm on Wednesday of ship week 

 If an appt is missed by more than 1 hour, Vendors are required to notify the Carrier 

directly as to the status of the truck coming in, and then pass this info onto BBB Logistics 

Dept via email (see contact info below). 

Remodels 

 BBB Logistics will request spec information (wt. cube, deck space, pallet size and 

pallet/box count) via email from each vendor by PO#, using the fixture schedule created 

by BBB purchasing 

 Spec information needs to be returned within 4 days after being requested to the BBB 

Logistics Dept (see contact info below) 

 Vendors are NOT to ship any fixtures or supplies until they receive a complete delivery 

schedule from BBB Logistics 

 Vendors are required to notify BBB Logistics via email (see contact info below) 

immediately if spec information should have a dramatic increase or decrease due to po 

changes/amendments 

 Vendors are required to put multiple Po’s that are shipping on the same day on one BOL, 

these Po’s should also be put on the same pallet as long as the freight  (individual Po’s) is 

labeled clearly with Po# and information 

 BOLs need to have BB&B’s  Po #’s and Tracking #’s (multiple Po#’s need to be listed if 

shipping more than one Po#)   
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For all Supplemental Orders you must follow the routing instructions that 

appear on the BB&B Purchase Order. 

 

D: Damage Free Loading  

 

 When floor loading trailers, always load tight, bottom to top and side to side. 

 When loading by pallets, tighten the spaces between pallets by using dunnage e.g., scrap 

pallets, cardboard and plywood to fill spaces and prevent damage. 

 Always load heavy freight on bottom with light freight on top to prevent crushing and 

load instability. 

 When loading product on a trailer that will not be filled to capacity, stack down the 

product on the rear of the trailer to resemble stair steps.  This should minimize product 

from falling while the trailer is in motion, thus reducing the chance of damage. (See 

diagram below) 
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Section 4: Documentation Requirements: 

This Section details the requirements regarding Packing Lists, Bill of Lading , Shipper Load and 

Count agreements, “Said to Contain” shipments and the Billing of Freight Charges. 

 

A: Packing List Requirements  

 

If you are an approved EDI vendor producing GS1-128 labels on each carton along with EDI 856 

transaction to support the contents of each carton, packing lists are no longer required to 

accompany the shipment. 

 

If you are NOT an Approved EDI vendor producing GS1-128 labels and 856 transaction sets 

then packing lists are mandatory and must accompany each shipment.  On multiple carton 

shipments, each carton must be marked 1 of 10, 2 of 10,…….10 of 10 to indicate the total 

number of cartons for each Purchase Order.  The packing list must be presented in a clear plastic 

envelope and attached to the outside of the lead carton for each store’s shipment.  

 

The packing list must contain the following information:     

 

 BB&B Store Number   New Store Tracking # 

BB&B Store Address   Carrier Name 

Vendor Name    Ship Date 

 BB&B Vendor Number  Purchase Order Number 

 Total Cartons           Vendor Part/Item # 

 Total Weight    Item Description  

 

Packing List Requirements for New Store Fixture Shipments 

 

 In addition to the packing list requirements shown above, the following are additional 

requirements for our New Store Fixture Shipments:  

 Pallet # (for each pallet on a truck)       

 Quantity ordered 

 Quantity on pallet 

 See Sample Packing List for New Store Fixtures on next page. 
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B. SAMPLE PACKING LIST - NEW STORE FIXTURES 

 

 
 

 

   From: ABC Company       To: Bed Bath & Beyond # 001 

123 Main Street     715 Morris Turnpike 

Any Town, NJ 01234     Springfield, NJ 07081 
 

         

 PO #5554 

 Carrier: Acme Express    PRO #123456789  

        New Store Tracking # 123-01 

 Total Weight Shipped: 545 LBS.        

  
 
Pallet# 

 
Item# 

 
Description 

 
Qty 

ordered 

 
Total 

shipped 

 
B/
O 

 
Qty on 
pallet 

 
x 

 
Comments 

 
1 

 
BB&B 13-SS 

 
Saddle Bracket Silver Powder 

 
6 

 
6 

 
0 

 
6 

 
 

 
 

 
2 

 
BB&B 14-SS 

 
Appliance Shelf Silver Powder 

 
1 

 
1 

 
0 

 
1 

 
 

 
 

 
2 

 
BB&B 14-33-

SS 

 
Appliance Shelf same as BB&B-

14 

 
16 

 
8 

 
8 

 
8 

 
 

 
 

 
3 

 
BB&B7-SS 

 
Curtain Rod Fixture Silver 

 
1 

 
1 

 
0 

 
1 

 
 

 
 

 
3 

 
BB&B70-SS 

 
Hold Back Clips w/Hardware 

 
2 

 
0 

 
2 

 
0 

 
 

 
 

 
4 

 
BB&B43-SS 

 
5’5” Slat Pole Set with Pole 

 
20 

 
20 

 
0 

 
20 

 
 

 
 

 
Totals 4 

 
 

 
 

 
46 

 
36 

10  
36 
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C: Bill of Lading Requirements 

 

Individual Store Bills of Lading: 
Vendors must ship using store specific Bills of Lading. Based on our parameters of shipping 

once per week per Origin/Store combination, there should never be more than one (1) Bill of 

Lading, per Store location, unless you have received special authorization from our Logistics 

Department to do so. 

 

Individual Store Bills of Lading must contain the following information: 

 Vendor name and complete ship from address 

 BB&B Vendor # 

 New Store tracking #/Remodel Tracking # (if applicable) 

 Ship date 

 Purchase Order # 

 For Truckload shipments ONLY: Appointed Delivery Date and Time (as stated on the 

Logistics New Store/Remodel schedule).  

Note: DO NOT add Delivery Date and Time to your LTL Bills of Lading unless you are 

authorized by BB&B to route the shipment as a “Guaranteed” delivery. All LTL carrier charges 

for guaranteed service that are the result of a Delivery Date and Time being noted on a Bill of 

Lading without BB&B authorization will be charged back to the vendor. 

 Vendors are NOT to submit a hand written Bill of Lading (BOL) to our carriers. Please note 

that if you do not have the ability to automate your BOL creation, our LTL carriers have 

resources available on their web site to do so. 

 If your Bill of Lading shows BB&B as the responsible party for freight charges and your 

shipment is consigned to a 3rd Party (non-BB&B) location, you MUST show the 

consignee on the Bill of Lading as Bed Bath & Beyond #XXXX (Store #), C/O . . . .(3rd 

Party Company name). 

 Carrier Name (Note: If you are serviced by an interline partner for the authorized BB&B 

carrier, you MUST show the name of the authorized BB&B carrier, NOT the interline 

partner) 

 Complete Ship to address of BB&B Store #. 

 Aggregate number of cartons, weight and cube by BB&B Store location. 

 Accurate NMFC # (including sub item # if applicable), NMFC Class, Number of 

Cartons and Weight by item. Please note that it is the vendor’s responsibility to update 

any changes to the NMFC #'s applicable to their products. Vendors will be responsible 

for all additional freight charges resulting from items that are misclassified. 

 If you are shipping on pallets, include the weight of the pallet when calculating Bill of 

Lading weight. The weight entered on the Bill of Lading should be the total weight of the 

cartons plus the actual weight of the pallet(s). Regardless of the Freight Class(s) of the 

cartons/merchandise, you MUST list the weight of the pallets at the appropriate Freight 

Class, as determined by the NMFC, for the type of pallets that you are tendering to the 

carrier. If you do not know the actual Class, please ask your local carrier terminal manager(s) 

for assistance. 

 Freight terms: collect or prepaid. 

 For all vendors that are utilizing the services of a Third Party shipping facility (3PL), the 

VENDORS NAME and VENDOR NUMBER MUST be shown on the BOL as the shipper 
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of record “In Care Of” the 3PL . All BOL’s that show the 3PL as the shipper of record will 

be subject to Performance Chargebacks as per the Schedule in Section 1C. 

 Do not, under any circumstances, prepay and add freight charges to your invoice. Freight 

charges added to a vendor’s invoice will be deducted and subject to an administrative fee 

(See Section 1C “Routing Performance Chargebacks”). 

 

SAMPLE INDIVIDUAL STORE BILL OF LADING

 

 
 

 

 S Shipper: 

ABC Corp. Vendor #1111 

123 Main Street 

Anytown, NJ 01111 

Consignee: 

BB&B #0001 

715 Morris Turnpike 

Springfield, NJ 07081 

Bill of Lading 

#1234567 

Carrier PRO #: 

123-456-789 

Ship Date: December 1, 2005 Ship via: Carrier Name Freight Terms: 

Collect 

 

Handling Units 

Description of Articles, Special Marks and 

Exceptions 

 

Weight & Cube 

Sub. to Correction 

NMFC 

Class 

 

6 cartons 

 

7 cartons 

 

PO #XXXXXX 

Plastic Articles NMFC #123456 sub 6 

 

Fixtures, Store Displays, NOI: NMFC 

#123456  sub 6 

 

New Store/Remodel Tracking #  

 

 

150 lbs. / 12 cu.ft. 

 

210 lbs. / 30 cu.ft. 

 

 

125 

 

150 

 

 

Total Cartons:     

          

13 

Total Wt. & Cube: 

 

360 lbs. / 42 cu.ft. 

Shipper Per: ____________________                                 Carrier Per: _____________________ 

 

Date: __/__/__       Date: __/__/__ 
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Master Bill of Lading  (When required by BB&B locations in AK, HI & PR): 

 

1) A MASTER BILL OF LADING with a CONSOLIDATED MANIFEST (PREFERRED 

METHOD) 

2) A MASTER BILL OF LADING with INDIVIDUAL STORE BILLS OF LADING  

The Consolidated Manifest must show the individual Store totals for cartons, weight, cube and 

the appropriate NMFC number(s). The individual Store totals on the Consolidated Manifest 

must equal the aggregate totals shown on the Master Bill of Lading. 

 

As an alternative to the Consolidated Manifest, vendors may attach individual Store Bills 

of Lading to the Master Bill of Lading. Again, the totals from the individual Bills of 

Lading must equal the aggregate totals shown on the Master Bill of Lading.  

 

SAMPLE MASTER BILLOF LADING
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SAMPLE CONSOLIDATED MANIFEST 
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F: Billing of Freight Charges 

 
If freight terms are “Collect”, the “Bill to” address on the Bill of Lading must be: 

 

   Bed Bath & Beyond  

c/o Berman Blake Associates 

   PO Box 9202 

   Old Bethpage, NY 11804-9002 

 

Note: The above address is NOT for payment of Fixture or Supply vendor invoices, only 

for the payment of freight.  Do not, under any circumstances, prepay and add freight 

charges to your invoice. 
 

All Bill of Lading information must be complete and accurate. BB&B will not be responsible for 

any additional freight charges incurred resulting from incomplete or inaccurate information 

including but not limited to; weight, Ship to address, NMFC class, etc. All accessorial charges 

e.g., re-consignment charges, Weight Correction Charges etc., will be charged back to the 

Vendor.   

 

Section 5: BB&B Contact List  

 

All Extensions can be reached by calling 908-688-0888 followed by #9 (listing of all 

departments), #3 (Logistics/Vendor Compliance) and then #2 (for Vendor phone tree listing). 

-    Logistics Support Dept.    x4780 / vendor@bedbath.com 

- Truckload or Expedited Routing:   x4780 / truckloadrequest@bedbath.com 

- Temperature Sensitive Product    x4780 / vendor@bedbath.com 

- Purchasing/Fixture Shipments:    x4655 / vendor@bedbath.com 

- EDI:       x4355 / edimail@bedbath.com 

- GS1-128 (UCC 128) Labels   x4355 / edimail@bedbath.com 

- Violations Chargebacks:    x4780 / vendor@bedbath.com 

- General Routing Guide Questions  x4780 / vendor@bedbath.com 
- Shipping Merchandise to Canada  x4224 / vendor@bedbath.com 

- Shipping Merchandise to Mexico  x4929 / vendor@bedbath.com 

- NAFTA Shipping Requirements  x4929 / vendor@bedbath.com 

- Logistics Emergency Contact   908-400-1711 

 
Vendor Portal:  
 

https://partners.bedbath.com/web/public 

  

 

mailto:vendor@bedbath.com

